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Abstract

Introduction

The higher harmonic airloads acting on
rotor blades in forward flight are caused
primarily by the interaction of the rotor
"':ith its own wake. In computing these
airloads the wake may conveniently be
modelled by assuming that the wake rolls
up rapidly, well before encounter with a
following blade, into discrete trailing
vortex filaments whenever the slope of
the bound circulation changes sign. Such
modelling gives results in reasonable
agreement with test data, particularly if a
free wake is postulated. While there is
some experimental evidence that a vortex
rolls up rapidly from the blade tip, none
appear to exist to substantiate the
assumption of rapid roll-up of the inner
wake. An analytical prediction of wake
roll-up was therefore initiated which
substantiated the existence of a tip vortex
which rolled up rapidly, but cast doubt on
the existence of discrete inner vortices
.
'
suggestmg rather that this inner wake
remains as a vortex sheet. Some of the
results from this investigation are
presented. The effects on the rotor blade
~irloads of differing assumptions as to the
mner wake roll-up schedule are discussed.

The nature of the vibratory airloads acting
on a rotor depends to a great extent on the
~ynamics of wake formation. Of particular
Importance is the time required for a sheet
of vorticity to roll up into discrete vortices
'
since the loads induced on a blade by a
s~eet of distributed vorticity are quite
different from those induced by a vortex of
equa~ strength. Also of importance is the
location of the wake at the time of its
encounter with a following blade.
The free wake analysis of Ref. 1 used the
Betz criterion (Ref. 2) of conservation of
momentum to find the spanwise locations
of the inner and outer vortices formed
from the maximum bound circulation on
a blade in forward flight. In Ref. 3, Hooper
analyzed existing experimental data and
identified a small region of negative load
r:ear the tip of the blade on the advancing
side of the rotor, at the higher forward
speeds, as a possible reason for the inability
of the then available codings to predict the
extensive higher harmonic blade air loads.
Ref.4 postulated that a sheet of vorticity
could roll ~p wh~never the rate of change
of bound Circulation changed sign,
therefore, in Ref. 5, the wake trailed due to
the ch~nge.from a negative load at the tip,
when It existed, to the maximum positive
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load over the mid portion of the blade was
modeled by a third vortex. The
introduction of this third vortex resulted
in a better agreement between theory and
test. The most recent results, using a free
wake, are given in Ref. 6. In all these
analyses it was assumed that vortex roll-up
was rapid and occurred well before
encounter with a following blade.
Certain discrepancies remained, however,
and it was decided to re-examine the
assumption of rapid vortex formation,
using the techniques discussed in Ref. 6.
Conclusions from this investigation, given
in greater detail in Ref. 7, will be briefly
reviewed in this paper, together with
results showing the effects of various
assumptions as to the wake roll-up
schedules on rotor loads prediction.
Wake Modeling
Of interest is the location, and the degree
of roll-up, of a sheet of vorticity trailed by a
blade at the time of its encounter with a
following blade. A time marching model
was therefore used, as described in Ref. 6,
with the sheet modeled by a series of
vortex filaments. The time history of rollup was computed over time intervals
corresponding to those required for
following blades to encounter this wake.
There is an extensive body of literature on
wake roll-up, mostly of the wake generated
by an elliptically loaded wing. One of the
earliest examples is the work of
Westwater, Ref. 8, using a filamentary
wake representation. Wake interferences
as time progressed, and increasingly
chaotic motions as discretization was
increased, resulted in attempts to improve
the modeling, for example by "core
dumping" and rediscretization after a
number of steps. Ref. 9 contains a useful
review of this literature, with examples

showing the improvements in roll-up
geometry made possible by these and
similar techniques.
Since the concern in Ref. 7 was with
establishing the general nature of the
inner wake roll-up and its migration,
detailed modeling of the core structure was
of secondary importance. Consequently,
the simple time marching model was used
without further refinement other than to
introduce a measure of coalescence, that is,
the assumed merging of any two vortex
filaments which approached closer than a
specified distance. Allowing coalescence
results in a somewhat better
representation of the behavior of the
physical wake generated by a lifting surface
and serves to highlight the centroid of the
rolling-up vortex while somewhat
alleviating the erratic behavior previously
noted.
Ideally the core size should be varied with
time as determined by the conservation of
kinetic energy. This was done for the
hovering case in Ref. 10 but is clearly a
more complex procedure in the case of a
filamentary model and for forward flight.
Conservation laws also apply to
coalescence; however, the effects of
varying both the core size and coalescence
were shown to have a relatively minor
effect on the overall wake geometry of
interest here and such additional
refinements were therefore not attempted.
Wake Geometry
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the wake
generated from the tips of a four-bladed
rotor with the blades at various azimuth
positions,'lf, at an advance ratio of 11 = 0.4.
The encounter at 'V =80 deg. causes most of
the peak higher harmonic loadings. At
this azimuth, encounter occurs with a
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wake trailed by the immediately preceding
blade (90 deg. ahead for a four-bladed
rotor), and born at 105 deg. Hence its age is
65 deg., corresponding in this case to a time
increment of 0.05 seconds. As discussed in
Ref. 6, information on the wake in the
vicinity of <1> = 105 deg is all that is required
in order to predict the effects of wake
dynamics on the higher harmonic blade
loads to a high degree of accuracy. Figure
2a sketches the distribution of bound
circulation which generated this wake,
showing the characteristic negative peak
near the tip of the blade noted by Hooper.
This distribution has been used for most of
the studies discussed in this paper.
Figures 1b to 1d show the nature of the
encounters on the retreating side. No
encounters occur at 280 deg. At 300 deg.
the target blade first encounters the wake
generated from the tip of the preceding
blade at <1> =240 deg. The wake thus has an
age at encounter of 150 deg., appreciably
older than that for encounters on the
advancing side. At 'If = 320 deg. encounter
occurs with a wake born at 200 deg. and
hence with an age of 210 deg. The vortex
remains over the outer 70% of the blade
until it leaves the blade at about 'I'= 20 deg.
with an age of 240 deg. The loadings of
interest are thus those occurring on the
advancing side at about 100 deg. and on the
retreating side at 200 deg. to 400 deg. with
ages on the advancing side of less than 200
deg. and on the retreating side of about 200
deg. The bound circulation distributions
for the retreating side are shown in Figs. 2b
to 2d.
The bound circulation distributions shown
in Fig. 2 were computed using nine
spanwise stations on the blade,
corresponding to the stations used for the
experimental results with which the
computed results are later compared.

Ref. 7 contains results from an extensive
series of calculations using these, and
similar, loadings. These studies showed
that the tip vortex rolls up rapidly as
assumed and that the vertical location of
this vortex at encounter with a following
blade is reasonably well estimated without
the need to refine the wake spatial
discretization beyond the nine stations
used in the loads computations. Figure 3
shows the wake displacements after 100
deg. and 200 deg. using this "coarse" wake
representation. There is no evidence of
roll-up except at the tip, where the first
point shown contains the strong tip
vortex.
In order to explore the effects of
discretization, a splining technique was
used to generate a much finer wake with
an initially uniform spacing of .01 of the
blade span. The resulting wake structure is
shown in Fig. 4. Again, no evidence of
mid span roll-up is evident at an age of 100
deg. At 200 deg. a tendency to roll-up is
apparent at about the 85% span point, close
to the location computed in the loads
program discussed above. However, the
amount of circulation involved is only a
fraction of that which previously had been
postulated for the mid vortex.
In order to clarify the activity over the
important outer 50% of the blade, the wake
was refined further, to a trailed filament
spacing of 0.005 of span, and the time step
used was reduced from an equivalent
azimuth change of 20 deg. to one of 4 deg.
The scale of the graphics was also increased
and only the outer 50% of the blade was
modeled. The results are shown in Fig.S.
At 200 deg. the definition of the tip vortex
has improved but, as before, there is no
evidence of a mid vortex roll-up. At 200
deg. there is clear evidence of such a rollup, but again the circulation involved is
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considerably less than that postulated for
the mid vortex in the loads programs.
Some of the vorticity expected in this
vortex appears as distributed vorticity
around the tip vortex, most of the rest
remaining in the sheet. Table I shows the
postulated vorticity, I/R, of the tip and mid
vortices used in the loads programs,
compared with the strengths associated
with the roll-ups evident in fig. 5. Some
coalescence is indicated by the breaks in
Fig. 5 near the tip, and at 85% span.
The computations were for an age of 200
deg. and the loading of Fig. 2a
Table I Tip and mid vortex strength
Tip vortex Mid vortex
From loads
0.0170
program
From
computations 0.0175
of Fig. 6

0.042
0.00437

On the retreating side the results were
similar, as shown in Fig. 6, based on the
loading of Fig. 2d. There was little
evidence of inner wake roll-up, in this case
not unexpectedly, nor was one postulated
in the loads program except near the root.
It is evident that the model fails to predict

any appreciable inner wake roll-up. At an
age of 200 deg. some roll-up is evident, but
the vortex strength is far below that
assumed. On the retreating side the tip
vortex is reasonably well predicted but,
rather than rolling up into a root vortex,
the inner wake appears to remain
essentially as a sheet of vorticity with only
minor indications of roll-up.
Visualization of the inboard vortex sheet
at conditions other than hover has always
been difficult. Over the years many

attempts to visualize the rollup of the
inboard vorticity have been made: most of
them unsuccessful and unreported... An
unsuccessful but reported attempt is
presented in Ref. (14). This was a wake
visualization test on a reduced scale model
of the H-34 rotor, Ref. (11). The test was
carried out in water, in a towing tank.
While ample evidence was obtained on
the rollup of tip vortices, due to both
positive and negative loading, no evidence
was seen of any inboard rollup of the
vortex sheet. At the time it was speculated
that the low Reynolds number
environment may have compromised an
already light load distribution, but the
present calculations show that the
spanwise gradients in bound circulation
may have been too small to promote
vortex sheet rollup independently of any
scale effect.
The conclusion is either that the
filamentary wake model used is
inadequate for computing wake dynamics,
or that the inner wake does not roll up,
remaining essentially as a sheet.
Rotor Blade Loads
Methods for computing blade airloads in
forward flight have been developed by
several investigators. The fast free wake
technique of Ref. 5 is a convenient method
for rapidly examining the effect of various
hypotheses and determining the sensitive
parameters in the calculations. This
model is based on the well-validated
assumption that the wake geometry need
only be accurately defined where a blade
vortex interaction occurs, with the rest of
the wake being approximately modeled, in
this case by doubly infinite line vortices.
In the models of Ref. 6 it was assumed that
the wake rolled up, before first encounter,
into vortices whose strengths were
determined by the absolute maxima of the
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bound circulation on the blade. When
two, or more, such maxima occurred, as on
the advancing side (see Fig. 2a), additional
vortices were added. The spanwise
location of the rolled-up vortices were
determined by the first moment of the
vortex filaments forming each rolled-up
vortex. The results showed good
agreement between the experimental and
theoretical higher harmonic airloads over
the outer portions of the blade, where
most of the higher harmonic activity
occurs. However, there was appreciably
more harmonic loading over the inner
sections than was indicated by the
experimental data.
Also, the assumption that the vortex sheet
is immediately rolled up causes the rotor
codes to calculate blade/wake proximity
airload "signatures" (loading spikes due to
the assumed vicinity of concentrated
vortices) which are not substantiated by
experiment. This disagreement between
test and theory was not fully quantifiable
in the H-34 data, which were digitized
manually at relatively coarse increments,
but it has been looked into in more detail
in more recent tests, such as the Model 360
test at DNW, (Ref. 13). The standard fix for
this is the assigning of a large vortex "core"
which reduces, arbitrarily, the locally
induced velocities, as discussed below.
As in other studies, the validity of the
theoretical models was checked by
comparison with the full scale rotor test
data reported in Ref. 11, probably the only
comprehensive series available.
Comparisons were made by visual
inspection of both the total and the higher
harmonic airloads (above the second
harmonic) and by direct comparison
between the experimental and computed
airloads at various spanwise stations.

Figure 7 shows the map of the
experimentally determined airloads in
three dimensions. The vertical axis
represents the airloads, in lbs/in, the
horizontal axis the azimuth, 'If, and the
third dimension the blade span. The
projection is thus of the "Mercator" type in
which the root section circumferential
displacements have been expanded to
equal those at the rotor tip. Data for the tip
section, at 99% span, have not been
included since the loads are small at this
station and, due to the limitations of the
graphics used, their inclusion tends to
mask the more important loads starting at
the 97% span station. In Fig. 7 both the
total loads and those primarily wakeinduced (above the second harmonic) are
shown.
Figure 8 shows similar projections for the
analytical results obtained with a free-wake
program similar to that of Ref. 6. A
quantitative comparison between the
computed and measured loading at any
station may best be made by plotting the
two values together, as shown in Fig. 9.
More complete results are given in Ref. 6.
Figures 10 and 11 show the results
obtained when the mid vortex is replaced
by a sheet of distributed vorticity. For the
purpose of this analysis, the sheet was
taken as extending from the maximum
negative loading near the tip, shown in
Fig. 2a to the maximum positive loading
close to mid span, and was assumed to be
of uniform strength. This is equivalent to
assuming that the slope of the bound
circulation shown in Fig. 2a was constant
between these two peaks. The peak higher
harmonic loads near the 90 deg. azimuth
are somewhat reduced compared to the
experimental data and to the analytical
results shown in Fig. 9, although the total
loads are in somewhat better agreement
with the experimental values. However,
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the changes are in general small, despite
the significantly lower velocities induced
by the ccombined vortex sheet and tip
vortex model of the far wake.

Table II: Induced velocities for 11 = 0.90 and

circulation (Figure 14) for the 2 models
shows that changes in the near wake
contribution are due to a significant
change in bound circulation along the
blade. These changes are due to relatively
large effect of the inner wake vortex
intersecting the blade at the 0.87 radial
station.

'If= 8QO

far wake
near wake
shed wake
total

Concluding Remarks
no inner
wake
-0.0104
-0.0022
-0.0049

-0.0175

inner
wake
-0.0191
0.0052
-0.0030
-0.0168

The higher harmonic airloads on a rotor
occurring in high speed forward flight are
determined primarily by the changes in
strength with azimuth of the tip vortex,
and are relatively insensitive to inner
wake modeling.

An approximate method for representing a
sheet of vorticity, suggested in Ref. 12, is to
assume that the mid vortex has a very
large core of the order of 20 to 30% of the
span. A more drastic step is to eliminate
the mid vortex entirely, whether
represented by a single vortex or a sheet.
Both these methods gave results
essentially identical to those discussed
above. Accordingly, the model of Ref. 6
was used to investigate the individual
contributions of various wake elements to
induce airloads. Figure 12 shows clearly
that only small changes result in the
induced loading when the inner wake
model is changed. In particular, there is
almost no difference between the 2 models
in predicting peak induced loads (T] = 0.90,
1Jf =800). In contrast, the portion of
induced air loads due to the far wake is
shown in Figure 13. The large change in
the peak values at 'I'= sao is shown clearly.
Upon examining the individual velocities
induced by each component of the wake
(Table II), it is evident that the velocity
induced by the near wake also changes
significantly. A plot of the blade bound

The modeling of BVI events cannot be
meaningfully accomplished without the
correct definition of vortex sheet rollup.
While the prediction of tip vortex rollup
can be carried out fairly easily, populating
the inboard wake with a number of
arbitrarily rolled up vortices can produce a
erroneous picture. It is true that in the
impingement of the wake on the blades
other phenomena have to be modelled
(close interactions, viscous effects, etc.,) but
the next level of complexity in wake
modelling should not be undertaken until
the basic "free" wake is physically correct.
Both in the wake modeling for
comprehensive (standard lifting line and
surface) rotor airloads codes, the emphasis
must be on the mechanism and extent of
wake rollup (in the highly specialized
rotor environment, straight wing Betz
criteria are not adequate), and on the close
interaction of the blades with the partially
rolled up vortex sheets.
A full CFD treatment of the problem may
shed some additional light where tests data
is viry difficult to obtain, but any practical
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design applications require a less computer
intensive approach, which focuses on the
most important features of the vortex
sheet rollup in rotor environment.
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Fig. 2. Spanwiae distribution of bound circulation at various
azimuth positions
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